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Bonnet et al. Figure 2

Figure 2: CDC25B speeds up neuronal production. A: Cross section of E2.5 chick 

spinal cord 24 hours after electroporation of pCAG::H2B-RFP vector and pccRE::GFP-

CDC25B vector, followed by an anti-GFP immunolocalisation. Note that the protein is 

expressed in the dorsal neuroepithelium in cells exhibiting a nucleus close to the lumen

side (L) or undergoing mitosis (arrowhead). Scale bar indicates 50 μm. B: Curves 

representing the progression of EdU/PH3 co-labeled nuclei with increasing EdU 

exposure times: control (black), CDC25B (blue). Note that the curve corresponding to 

the CDC25B condition (blue) is shifted to the left, showing a reduction in G2 phase 

length. C: Representative sections of E3.5 chick spinal cord 48 hours after co-

electroporation of a pCAG::H2B-GFP with either a pccRE::control or a 

pccRE::CDC25B expression vector and processed for Pax2 (red) and HuC/D (blue) 

immunostaining. The red box illustrates the quantified domain. Scale bars indicate 100

μm. D: Box and whisker plots (5/95 percentile) comparing the percentage of Pax2+

cells within the electroporated population in the control and CDC25B gain-of-function

experiments in the dorsal neural tube. Data from 3 different experiments with 8

embryos for the control conditions, and 5 embryos for the CDC25B gain-of-function. E:

Representative sections of E3.5 chick spinal cord 48 hours after co-electroporation of 

pCAG::H2B-GFP with either a control or a CDC25B expression vector and processed 

for Sox2 immunostaining (red) and HuC/D (blue). Scale bars indicate 100μm. F: Box

and whisker plots (5/95 percentile) comparing the percentage of electroporated 

HuC/D+ cells in the ventral and dorsal neural tube. Data represent 3 different 

experiments with 13 and 6 embryos in dorsal and ventral respectively under control 

conditions and 6 and 7 embryos in dorsal and ventral respectively for CDC25B gain-

of-function. The cross represents the mean value. G: Box and whisker plots (5/95 

percentile) comparing the percentage of Sox2+ cells within the electroporated 

population in the control, CDC25B gain-of-function experiments in the dorsal or ventral

neural tube. Same conditions as in F.  
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Bonnet et al. Figure 4

Figure 4: CDC25B downregulation reduces neurogenic divisions. A: Schematic 

representation of the Sox2::GFP Tis21::RFP labelling strategy. A GFP expressing cell

(green cell) corresponds to a PP division, a cell expressing both GFP and RFP (yellow

cell) corresponds to a PN division, and a RFP expressing cell (red cell) corresponds to

a NN division. B: Histograms representing the percentage of cells expressing the 

reporters Sox2::GFP and Tis21::RFP at HH17 in the entire progenitor’s population or 

in progenitors performing mitosis identified with phospho-histone-3 (PH3) 

immunostaining. Note that these results are not significantly different. These data are 

obtained from 3 different experiments, 7 embryos, 365 progenitors, and 79 mitoses. C:

In situ hybridization for CDC25B on HH17 spinal cord, 24 hours post electroporation of

Control RNAi (left panel) and CDC25B RNAi (right panel). The reduction of CDC25B 

expression in the intermediate region is indicated by a bracket. Cells were 

electroporated on the right side of the neural tube (not shown). Scale bars indicate 100

μm. D: Cross-sections of chick spinal cord at HH17, 24 hours after co-electroporation 

of Sox2p::GFP and Tis21p::RFP reporter, plus a control RNAi vector or the CDC25B-

RNAi vector. Scale bars indicate 50 μm. E: Histograms representing the percentage of

progenitors expressing Sox2p::GFP and Tis21p::RFP 24hrs after co-electroporation of

a control vector or a CDC25B RNAi vector. 4 experiments include 7 control embryos 

and 15 CDC25B RNAi embryos.  
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Bonnet et al. Figure 5

Figure 5: CDC25B gain-of-function promotes neurogenic divisions. 
A: Representative cross-sections of HH17 chick spinal cord, 24 hours after 

electroporating Sox2p::GFP and Tis21p::RFP reporters, plus a control vector 

pccRE::lacZ, or a pccRE::CDC25B vector. Scale bars indicate 50 μm. B: Histograms 

representing the percentage of progenitors expressing Sox2p::GFP and Tis21p::RFP

24 hours after co-electroporation with control or CDC25B vectors in the dorsal and 

ventral spinal cord. Data represent the means +/- sem. Data represent 3 different 

experiments with 5 and 10 embryos in dorsal and ventral respectively under control 

condition and 5 and 6 embryos in dorsal and ventral respectively under CDC25B gain-

of-function condition. 
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Bonnet et al. Figure 6

Figure 6: mathematical model linking the mode of division to the fraction of 
neurons generated. A: Scheme of the experimental time course. Neural tubes are 

electroporated at stage HH11. 24 hours (HH17) and 48 hours (HH 22) post

electroporation cell cycle parameters, mode of division and progenitor/neuronal 

markers are analyzed. B: Illustration of our mathematical model. We consider P(t) a 

pool of progenitors at a given time with a mitotic rate . These mitoses lead up to three

kinds of mode of division: a fraction pp producing symmetric proliferative divisions 

yielding two progenitors, a fraction pn producing asymmetric divisions yielding one 

progenitor and one neuron (a precursor of), and a fraction nn producing symmetric 

neurogenic divisions yielding two neurons. The equations display the dynamics 

governing the pools of progenitors P(t) and neurons N(t) at any time t. These dynamics

are solved for a given initial condition P(0), N(0), and we obtained the state of the

system any time later (Solution, details in Supplement information text 1). C: 
Predictions of the kinetics of the neuronal fraction between stage HH 17 and 22 in the 

different conditions, compared to the mean +/- confidence interval 95% (in red) of the 

experimental data at stage HH17 and HH22 (from Figure 2F and 7C). 
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Bonnet et al. Figure 7

Figure 7: CDC25B gain-of-function promotes neurogenesis independently of 
CDK interaction. A: Curves representing the progression of EdU/PH3 co-labeled 
nuclei with increasing EdU exposure times: control (black), CDC25B CDK (red). Note 
that the curve for the CDC25B CDK condition is similar to the control, indicating an 
absence of effect on G2 length. B: Histograms representing the percentage cells 
expressing Sox2p::GFP and Tis21p::RFP 24 hours after co-electroporation with 
control or CDC25B CDK vectors in the dorsal or ventral spinal cord. Data represent 
the means +/- sem. Data represent 3 different experiments with 5 and 10 embryos in 
dorsal and ventral respectively under control conditions and 4 and 9 embryos in 
dorsal and ventral respectively for CDC25B CDK gain-of-function. C: Box and whisker 
plots (5/95 percentile) comparing the percentage of HuC/D+ cells within the 
electroporated population in control or CDC25B CDK gain-of-function experiments in 
the dorsal or ventral neural tube at HH22. Data represent 3 different experiments with 
13 and 6 embryos in dorsal and ventral respectively under control conditions and 6 
and 3 embryos in dorsal and ventral respectively for CDC25B CDK gain-of-function. D: 
Box and whisker plots (5/95 percentile) comparing the percentage of Pax2 positive 
cells in the dorsal neural tube at HH22. Data from 3 different experiments with 8 
embryos for control conditions, and 11 embryos for CDC25B CDK gain-of-function. 
The cross represents the mean value. E: Histograms representing the percentage of 
progenitors expressing Sox2p::GFP and Tis21p::RFP at HH17, 24h after 
electroporation of a control or CDC25B CDK P expressing vector in the dorsal half of 
the spinal cord. Data from 3 different experiments with 6 embryos for the control, and 
9 embryos CDC25B P CDK. F: Box and whisker plots (5/95 percentile) comparing the 
percentage of Sox2+ or HuC/D+ cells within the electroporated population in the 
control or CDC25B P CDK gain-of-function experiments in the dorsal spinal cord at 
HH17. Data from 3 different experiments with 11 embryos under control conditions 
and 6 embryos for CDC25B P CDK. The cross indicates the mean value.  
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Bonnet et al. Figure 8

Figure 8: Schematic of CDC25B modes of action. A: Different activities of CDC25B

on neuroepithelial progenitors. HH11 dorsal neural tube electroporated with control 

vector, exhibit at HH17 mainly proliferative progenitors schematized using 7 green

(PP), 2 yellow (PN) and 1 red ball (NN). CDC25B or CDC25B CDK gain-of-function

increase asymmetric neurogenic progeny (PN, yellow). In the ventral neural tube,

control conditions, lead to a majority of asymmetric neurogenic divisions PN (yellow). 

CDC25B gain-of-function increases symmetric terminal neurogenic divisions NN (red) 

whereas CDC25B CDK gain-of-function increases asymmetric neurogenic divisions PN

(yellow). B: CDC25B dual activity on CDK/cyclinB complexes and/or on an unknown 

factor X reduces PP progeny and promotes PN progeny or stimulates NN progeny. 
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Bonnet et al. Figure Sup 1

Figure Supplement 1. Cdc25B conditional genetic loss-of-function does not reduce
the progenitor pool. A-B: Cross-sections of E12.5 embryo neural tubes in control (A) and

conditional KO conditions (B). C: The progenitor pool size is evaluated by the percentage 

of the Pax7 progenitor area (green) compared to the neural tube area (blue). D: Box and

whiskers plots comparing the progenitor area in a global analysis of E11.5 - E12.5 control

(19 embryos) and nesKO (13 embryos) neural tubes. The cross indicates the mean value.

Scale bar represents 100 μm 
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Bonnet et al. Figure Sup 2

Figure Supplement 2. CDC25B gain-of-function does not increase apoptosis, S or M
cell cycle lengths. A: Section of embryonic spinal cord at HH17 after co-electroporation 

of and  pCAG::H2B-GFP and anti lacZ immunostaining in red. Note that the ccRE promoter

leads to lacZ positive cells localized throughout the dorso-ventral axis of the neural tube.

B-C: Anti active Caspase-3 immunostaining (red) 24 hours after co-electroporation of

pCAG::H2B-GFP plus pccRE::lacZ (control) (B) or pccRE::CDC25B vector (C). Scale bars

represent 100 μm. D: Percentage of active-Caspase 3+ cells in the H2B-GFP+ population 

after 24 hours: control (1.1 +/- 0.84%) and CDC25B gain-of-function (1.39 +/- 0.5%). Mean 

+/- sem from 3 experiments, 7 control embryos corresponding to 1194 cells, and 9 embryos 

corresponding to 569 cells for CDC25B gain-of-function. E: Mitotic index, represented as 

the percentage of PH3+ cells among H2B-GFP+ electroporated cells after 24 hours: control 

(6.1 +/- 0.34%) and CDC25B gain-of-function (5.4 +/- 1%). Mean +/- SEM from 3 different 

experiments, 8 embryos and 930 cells for the control, and 10 embryos and 868 cells for 

CDC25B gain-of-function. F: Proliferative index represented as the percentage of EdU+

cells in the H2B-GFP+ population after 24 hours: control (33 +/- 3.5%) and CDC25B gain-

of-function (40 +/- 6.6%). Mean +/- SEM from 3 experiments, 9 embryos for the control,
and 7 embryos for CDC25B gain-of-function. 
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Bonnet et al. Figure Sup 3

Figure Supplement 3. Effects of various CDC25B constructs on NeuroD promoter 
activity. Column bar graph representing the transcriptional activity of the NeuroD 
promoter assessed in vivo following electroporation of the indicated CDC25B constructs. 
At HH11 the embryos were electroporated with the pNeuroD::Luc vector and a renilla 
luciferase reporter construct carrying the cytomegalovirus immediate early enhancer 
promoter for normalization (Promega), together with the indicated DNAs. At HH22, 48 
hours post electroporation, the neural tubes were dissected and processed following the 
Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay System protocol (Promega). The data are presented as 
the means ± SEM from at least 14 embryos in 4 experiments. 
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Supplemental Information Text 11 —
Modeling the dynamics.

Azais Manon, Gautrais Jacques*

* jacques.gautrais@univ-tlse3.fr

Abstract

We present the model of the dynamics for the interpretation of CDC25B exper-

iments.

We present the solution when fate parameters are considered steady over the

time window of the analyses.

We present the sensitivity of the dynamics to the modes of division.

We present and explain the predicted fractions of neurons under the three

conditions and the two zones.

1for the paper: NEUROGENIC DECISIONS REQUIRE A CELL CYCLE INDEPEN-
DENT FUNCTION OF THE CDC25B PHOSPHATASE, Frédéric BONNET, Mélanie ROUS-
SAT, Angie MOLINA, Manon AZAIS, Sophie BEL-VIALAR, Jacques GAUTRAIS, Fabienne
PITUELLO and Eric AGIUS.
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1 The model1

We consider a population of cells C(t) at time t, part of which are proliferating2

progenitors P (t), part of which are differentiated neurons N(t), with3

C(t) = P (t) +N(t) (1)

The dividing progenitors can undergo three kinds of fate, yielding:4

• some proliferative divisions ending with two progenitors (pp-divisions)5

• some asymmetric divisions ending with one progenitor and one neuron6

(pn-divisions)7

• some terminal divisions ending with two neurons (nn-divisions)8

We consider that the division of a cell in two cells is instantaneous (it is9

always possible to find a date before which there is one cell, and after which10

there are two cells).11

We also consider that division events occur uniformly in time (asynchronously).12

Let us denote :13

η the rate at which P-cells undergo divisions (in fraction of the P-pool per unit14

time)15

αpp(t) the fraction of dividing cells undergoing pp-divisions16

αpn(t) the fraction of dividing cells undergoing pn-divisions17

αnn(t) the fraction of dividing cells undergoing nn-divisions18

P (0), N(0) the quantity of P-cells and N-cells known at time t = 0.19

In general, the fractions of pp-, pn- and nn-divisions can evolve with time,20

under the constraint that αpp+αpn+αnn = 1, and so might as well the division21

rate.22

2
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The time change Ṗ (t) of pool P (t) (resp. Ṅ(t)) is then driven at time t by:23

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

dP
dt = Ṗ (t) = −ηP (t) +2αpp(t)ηP (t) + 1αpn(t)ηP (t)

dN
dt = Ṅ(t) = +2αnn(t)ηP (t) + 1αpn(t)ηP (t)

(2)

where in the first equation :24

• −ηP (t) quantifies the rate at which P-cells disappear from the pool P (t)25

because they divide. The quantity of disappearing P-cells between t and26

t+ dt is then ηP (t)dt.27

• αppηP (t) quantifies the fraction of this quantity that undergoes a pp-28

division ; it doubles to yield 2 P and adds up to the pool P(t) (hence the29

factor 2)30

• αpnηP (t) quantifies the fraction of this quantity that undergoes a pn-31

division ; it doubles to yield 1 P and 1 N, so only half (the P part) adds32

up to the pool P(t) (hence the factor 1)33

correspondingly in the second equation :34

• αnnηP (t) quantifies the fraction of this quantity that undergoes a nn-35

division ; it doubles to yield 2 N and adds up to the pool N(t) (hence the36

factor 2)37

• αpnηP (t) is the fraction of this quantity that undergoes a pn-division ; it38

doubles to yield 1 P and 1 N and only half (the N part) adds up to the39

pool N(t) (hence the factor 1)40
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2 Solutions with unvarying parameters41

Considering a period of time during which the fractions of pp-, pn- and nn-42

divisions do not evolve with time, the dynamics can be written:43

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Ṗ (t) = −ηP (t) +2αppηP (t) + 1αpnηP (t)

Ṅ(t) = +2αnnηP (t) + 1αpnηP (t)
(3)

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Ṗ (t) = (−1 + 2αpp + αpn) ηP (t)

Ṅ(t) = (αpn + 2αnn) ηP (t)
(4)

Let γ = −1 + 2αpp + αpn.44

Considering that αpp + αpn + αnn = 1, we have:45

αpn + 2αnn = αpn + 2(1− αpp − αpn)

= αpn + 2− 2αpp − 2αpn

= 1− (−1 + 2αpp + αpn)

= 1− γ

(5)

Hence,46 ⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Ṗ (t) = γηP (t)

Ṅ(t) = (1− γ) ηP (t)
(6)

and the solutions are of the general form:47

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)eγηt

N(t) = N(0) +
∫ t

0
(1− γ) ηP (u)du

(7)

plugging the first into the second, we have:48

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)eγηt

N(t) = N(0) + (1− γ) ηP (0)
∫ t

0
eγηudu

(8)
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2.1 Explicit solutions49

For explicit solutions, we have to consider two cases: γ = 0 and γ �= 0.50

For γ = 0, we have:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)× 1

N(t) = N(0) + ηP (0)
∫ t

0
1du

so that:51

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)

N(t) = N(0) + ηP (0)t
(9)

In that case, the pool of progenitors is steady, and the pool of neurons52

increases linearly with time.53

54

For γ �= 0, solving the integral in the second equation yields:55

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)eγηt

N(t) = N(0) + (1− γ)ηP (0)
(

1
ηγ (e

ηγt − eηγ0)
) (10)

so that:56

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)eγηt

N(t) = N(0) + P (0) 1−γ
γ (eηγt − 1)

(11)

In that case, the evolution of the system depends on the sign of γ.57
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2.2 Meaning of γ58

We note that, for a given mitosis rate η, the dynamics only depend upon γ.59

We have γ = 2αpp+αpn− 1 = 2αpp+αpn− (αpp+αpn+αnn) = αpp−αnn.60

The case γ = 0 (Eq.9) corresponds to αpp = αnn. Here, the P-pool is steady61

and can be considered as a source of N-cells emitted at the steady rate ηP (0)62

(N-cells per unit time):63

N(t) = N(0) + ηP (0)t (for αpp = αnn) (12)

64

The case αpp > αnn yields γ > 0, so that the P-pool will increase with65

time. At the extreme, a purely proliferative P-pool corresponds to αpp = 1 and66

αnn = 0, hence γ = 1. In that case, the dynamics simplify to the classical67

proliferative equation for the P-pool, while the N-pool remains unchanged:68

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)eηt

N(t) = N(0)
(for αpp = 1, αnn = 0) (13)

69

The case αpp < αnn yields γ < 0, so that the P-pool will decrease with70

time. At the extreme, a fully differentiating P-pool corresponds to αpp = 071

and αnn = 1, hence γ = −1. In that case, the P-pool undergoes a classical72

exponential decay, and the N-pool increases in proportion of the remaining P-73

pool, up to 2P (0):74

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

P (t) = P (0)e−ηt

N(t) = N(0) + P (0)(−2)(e−ηt − 1)

= N(0) + 2P (0)(1− e−ηt)

(for αpp = 0, αnn = 1) (14)
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Regarding the total population C(t) = P (t)+N(t) (fig. 1), positive (or null)75

value of γ (αpp ≥ αnn) allows an infinite growth of the total population C(t)76

whereas the growth saturates as soon as γ < 0 (αpp < αnn). We note here that77

we made the hypothesis that the fate parameters were considered as steady over78

time, so interpretations for the real biological system should take into account79

that these fate parameters actually change over longer time in the real system.80

Regarding the fraction of neurons in the population, N(t)/C(t) (fig. 2), it81

increases as soon as γ < 1, yet at a rate depending on γ.82
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Figure 1: Effect of γ on the evolution of P (t) (blue), N(t) (red) and
C(t) = P (t) +N(t) (black).. Parameters used: P (0) = 1, N(0) = 0, η = 1/12,
corresponding to a cycle time of 12 hours.
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Figure 2: Effect of γ on the evolution of the fractions P (t)/C(t) (blue)
and N(t)/C(t) (red).
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3 Interpretations at the individual cell scale83

We have so far describe the system at the population scale. At the individual84

scale, two different kinds of process (at least) would result in the same dynamics85

at the population scale described in Eq.2.86

3.1 Probabilistic fates, with a common deterministic di-87

vision rate88

The most immediate interpretation is to consider that all cells undergo mitosis at89

the same rate, and that the fate of any mitosis is stochastic and probabilistically90

distributed according to (αpp, αpn, αnn). In that case, only the rate η (used in91

the equations at the population scale) has to be determined from cell-scale92

model, since it depends upon the characteristic time τm between two mitosis at93

the cell scale.94

Let us consider the hypothesis that mitosis happen exactly every τm for all95

cells (common deterministic division time), still asynchronously so that division96

dates are uniformly distributed over time (this is the most common hypothesis97

in the community). We want to express η as a function of τm.98

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the pure proliferative process (αpp =99

1) so that we deal with only one population P (t).100

Let us start at time 0 with an initial pool P1(0) containing a very large101

number of cells (so that P1(t) can be considered as continuous). Since mitosis102

take a fixed time τm, their last division occurred before t = 0, the oldest division103

happened at 0−τm and they all will make a mitosis in [0 .. 0+τm]. Since divisions104

are uniformly distributed over time, the number doing a mitosis during a small105

time interval Δt is proportional to Δt/τm and P (0). Hence, the loss in P1106

between t and t+Δt is given by:107
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P1(t+Δt)− P1(t) = −P1(0)Δt/τm (15)

P1(t+Δt)− P1(t)

Δt
= −P1(0)/τm (16)

Taking the limit Δt → 0 yields:108

Ṗ (t) =
dP1(t)

dt
= −P1(0)/τm (17)

Considering P1(0), we then have:109

P1(t) = P1(0)− (P1(0)/τm) t

= P1(0)(1− t/τm)
(18)

Logically, P1(t) decreases linearly from P1(0) down to 0 at time t = τm.110

Meanwhile, the output of each division will populate the next generation, say111

P2(t), at twice the rate P1 disappears, up to 2P1(0) at time t = τm, from which112

P2 will start decreasing doing mitosis and populate the third generation P3 and113

so on... Such a process would then translate into a population growth which is114

piecewise linear (fig 3), but very close to an exponential growth. If we equate115

at time τm the piecewise growth, and its exponential approximation at rate η,116

we have:117

eητm = P2(τm) = 2 =⇒ η = ln 2/τm (19)

Denoting τc = 1/η the characteristic time at the population scale, we then118

have: τc = τm/ ln 2. Hence, from an observed time τc at the population scale,119

we should infer (under this model) that τm = τc ln 2, i.e. τm � 0.7τc (e.g. if120

population cycle time is 12h, cell cycle time should be around 8h20).121
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Figure 3: Generations produced by an initial pool P1(0) = 1, under the
hypothesis of a common deterministic division time τm = 12 h. Each generation
is reported by a color. The thin black curve indicates the total pool present
at time t (adding the two generations). The thick black curve reports the
continuous approximation exp(ln 2 t/τm) (eq. 19)
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3.2 Deterministic fates, with specific division rates122

Another way to produce the dynamics described in eq.2 at the population scale123

is to consider that each kind of fate result from a specific division time. In such124

a picture, the time needed to achieve a cycle deterministically determines the125

kind of fate.126

To exhibit this interpretation, we rewrite eq.2 as follows:127

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Ṗ (t) = −η(αpp + αpn + αnn)P (t) + 2αppηP (t) + 1αpnηP (t)

Ṅ(t) = 1αpnηP (t) + 2αnnηP (t)
(20)

Denoting ηpp = αppη (and correspondingly for ηpn and ηnn), we then have:128

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Ṗ (t) = −(ηpp + ηpn + ηnn)P (t) + 2ηppP (t) + 1ηpnP (t)

Ṅ(t) = 1ηpnP (t) + 2ηnnP (t)
(21)

The interpretation is then that, from the pool P(t), the cells leaving it at129

rate ηpp yield pp-divisions, those leaving it at rate ηpn yield pn-divisions, and130

the others, leaving it at rate ηnn, yield nn-divisions. Overall, the pool P (t)131

depletes at the sum rate η = ηpp + ηpn + ηnn.132

Correspondingly, the population cycle time τc = 1/η would then be given133

by:134

1

τc
=

1

τpp
+

1

τpn
+

1

τnn
(22)

equivalently by:135

τc =
τppτpnτnn

τpnτnn + τppτnn + τppτpn
(23)
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We also note that the distribution of fates is then completely constrained136

by the τpp, τpn, τnn (under the constraint that mitosis events are uniformly dis-137

tributed in time). Indeed, it remains true that the quantity leaving the P-pool138

during Δt to make pp-divisions is proportional to Δt/τpp (corr. for other fates).139

This implies in turn that the fraction αpp leaving for an pp-division is τc/τpp,140

correspondingly, αpn = τc/τpn and αnn = τc/τnn.141

As a consequence, if we have experimental measures of τc and of a distribu-142

tion among fates αpp, αpn, αnn, we must conclude that:143

τpp =
τc
αpp

, τpn =
τc
αpn

, τnn =
τc
αnn

(24)

For τc = 12 h, and a distribution (0.6, 0.3, 0.1), we would obtain:144

τpp = 20 h, τpn = 40 h, τnn = 120 h (25)

The main point is then: if the ratios between fractions of fate αpp, αpn, αnn145

resulted only from differences in rates ηpp, ηpn, ηnn, the ratios between rates146

must be the same as the ratios between fractions:147

ηpp
ηnn

=
αpp

αnn
;
ηpp
ηpn

=
αpp

αpn
;
ηpn
ηnn

=
αpn

αnn
(26)

With αpp = 0.6, αnn = 0.1, we would have τnn = (αpp/αnn)τpp = 6 τpp.148

If we exclude the possibility that a nn-division is 6 times as long as a pp-149

division, then the distribution of fates can not be exclusively determined by150

differences in fate-based cycle times. It does not exclude that a given kind of151

fate (e.g. proliferative divisions pp) would require a longer time to be achieved152

than others, it excludes that such differences would suffice per se to explain the153

differences between the fractions of fates.154
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4 Model predictions using (noisy) data155

We obtain experimental measures upon this system at different times after elec-156

troporation (time 0h): the fractions fN (24) of neurons at 24h and fN (48) at 48h157

(the fraction among the electroporated cells), the distribution of fates at 24h as158

well as an estimate of τc = 12 hours. We make the hypothesis that the fate159

distribution is steady between 24h and 48h after electroporation, i.e. the 24160

hours between the quantification of the mode of division and progenitors and161

neurons counting. We use the model to check the consistency of these data with162

the model.163

4.1 Knowing the fractions of neurons at 24h and 48h, con-164

fidence intervals upon the fate distribution165

The first test of consistency was to determine the ranges of distribution of fates166

which was able to explain the transition from fN (24) to fN (48).167

If we had a system with only symmetric divisions (e.g. some value for αpp,168

αnn = 1 − αpp, with αpn = 0), we first ensured that one pair (fN (24), fN (48))169

would be compatible with only one fate distribution.170

Considering P (24) + N(24) = 1 arbitrary total amount of cells at 24h, we171

can plug N(24) = fN (24) and P (24) = 1− fN (24) into eq.11 and get:172

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P (48) = (1− fN (24))e24γη

N(48) = fN (24) + (1− fN (24)) 1−γ
γ (e24ηγ − 1)

(27)

where P (48), N(48) correspond to the amount obtained at 48h from this173

arbitrary amount of 1 at 24h. We have fN(48) = N(48)/(N(48) + P (48)),174

yielding :175
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fN(48) =

[
fN (24) + (1− fN (24)) 1−γ

γ (e24ηγ − 1)
]

[
fN (24) + (1− fN (24)) 1−γ

γ (e24ηγ − 1)
]
+ [(1− fN (24))e24γη]

(28)

which holds for any initial cell amount (fig. 4).176
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Figure 4: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) for every distribution of sym-
metric division. The different curves correspond to different starting values
fN (24) taken in (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95). The bold line corresponds
to fN (24) = 0.6, the red line to fN (24) = 0.0. Each curve reports the predicted
value for fN (48) starting from the corresponding fN (24), and for all possible dis-
tributions of fates given by γ = αpp − αnn (x-axis). Each combined (fN (24), γ)
yields only one predicted fN (48). Conversely, experimental values for the pair
(fN (24), fN (48)) allow to retrieve the corresponding γ theoretical value. As
an example, the value corresponding to the arbitrary value f∗N = 0.62 was re-
trieved numerically using Eq.28. We found γ∗ = 0.362, yielding αpp = 0.681
and αnn = 0.319. Confidence interval upon the distributions of fates can also be
drawn using the experimental noise about fN (48), as illustrated here considering
f∗N ± 2.5%.
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Now considering the full system with the three kinds of division, there is more177

than a unique triplet (αpp,αpn,αpn) that are compatible with the unique value178

of observed (fN (24), fN (48)). For instance, less nn-divisions can be compensated179

for by more pn-divisions, yielding the same fN (48).180

We used the model in the same spirit as in fig.4 to compute the predicted181

values for fN (48) for all possible fate triplets. For the system with symmetric-182

only divisions above, the space of parameters for division is one-dimensional: γ183

corresponds to one value of αpp, which constrains in turn the value of αnn. With184

the three kinds of division, this space of parameters becomes two-dimensional:185

we need to fix αpp and αnn, and αpn is then constrained. Hence the predictions186

should be drawn over a two-dimensional map.187

We compute those maps for each experimental condition, starting from the188

corresponding observed value fN (24) (fixing the observed initial condition cor-189

responds here to draw only the bold curve in fig.4). Then, we determine nu-190

merically the subset of fate triplets compatible with the fN (48) = f∗N measured191

in the condition. We also determined numerically the confidence regions for the192

distributions of fates that can yield f∗N ± 2.5%, f∗N ± 5% and f∗N ± 10%.193

In the end, we also report the distribution of fates that was actually mea-194

sured, and check in which confidence interval it is.195
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Figure 5: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) for every distribution of fates for
control condition in Ventral area. The color scale indicates fN (48). It is
computed from the model, starting from the experimental value of fN (24) in the
prevailing condition, and using all possible distributions of fates αpp (x-axis),
αnn (y-axis) and αpn = 1−αpn−αnn. The upper side of the triangle corresponds
to αpn = 0. Confidence interval upon the predicted distributions of fates are
drawn for the experimental value fN (48) = f∗N . Plain line: all distributions of
fates giving exactly f∗N . Region delimited by thin dotted line: all distributions
of fates compatible with f∗N ± 2.5%, thick dotted line : f∗N ± 5%, gray dotted
line: f∗N ± 10%. Green dot: observed distribution of fates.
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Figure 6: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) for every distribution of fates
for CDC25B condition in Ventral area
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Figure 7: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) for every distribution of fates
for CDC25BΔCDK condition in Ventral area
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Figure 8: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) for every distribution of fates
for control condition in Dorsal area
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Figure 9: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) for every distribution of fates
for CDC25B condition in Dorsal area
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Figure 10: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) for every distribution of fates
for CDC25BΔCDK condition in Dorsal area
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4.2 Predicted fraction of neurons at 48h knowing the frac-196

tions of neurons and the fate distribution at 24h.197

For computation of the predicted fractions of neurons at 48h (a.e.) reported in198

the main text (Figs. 6C), we used Eq.28, parametrized by the data obtained199

for the averaged fraction of neurons at 24h (a.e.), the fate distribution at 24h200

(a.e.), and the cell cycle 12h.201

All predictions are gathered in fig. 11 as a function of the change in the202

balance proliferation/differentiation of the progenitors, induced by the CDC25B203

and the CDC25BΔCDK experiments. Together, the observations indicate that204

CDC25B and CDC25BΔCDK result in an increased proportion of neurons 48h205

a.e. (HH22).206

Such an increased proportion of neurons is actually compatible with two207

dynamical scenarios regarding how the absolute amounts of the two pools (pro-208

genitors, neurons) are modified by CDC25B gain of function: scenario 1) a209

speed-up of the neurons pool so that it increases faster under the gain of func-210

tion at the expense of the progenitors pool expansion, or scenario 2) a decrease211

of the progenitors pool while the pool of neurons keeps the same expansion212

rate. Which scenario is relevant depends on how CDC25B affects the balance γ213

between proliferation and differentiation.214

The pool of progenitors can increase only if γ > 0, which implies αpp > αnn.215

In this case, the two pools can increase (scenario 1), their respective growth216

rates are controlled by γ and the neurogenic effect of CDC25B gain of function217

will produce a greater absolute number of neurons in the end (at 48h / HH22).218

Otherwise (γ < 0, i.e. αpp < αnn), the pool of neurons can increase at about219

the same rate, yielding the same absolute number of neurons at 48h/HH22, and220

the increased fraction of neurons reflects a depletion of the pool of progenitors221

(scenario 2).222
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The model enlightens which is the most probable scenario for the dynamical223

impact of CDC25B manipulation since we can compute the underlying evolution224

of the absolute amounts of the two pools that determines the evolution of the225

neuronal fraction (Fig. 12C).226

Under CDC25B gain of function in the dorsal neural tube (Fig. 12C-right),227

the percentage of progenitors performing pp-divisions keeps greater than the228

percentage of those performing nn-divisions (38.6% > 11.3%, αpp > αnn) and229

the balance is still positive (γ = 0.386 − 0.113 = 0.273 > 0), so the pool of230

progenitors still increases but at a lower rate than control (where γ = 0.663 −231

0.078 = 0.585). The higher percentage of neurons at 48h/HH22 then results232

from an even higher absolute number of neurons (scenario 1).233

By contrast, in the ventral neural tube, the balance shifts from γ = 0.393−234

0.127 = 0.266 in control to γ = 0.069 − 0.407 = −0.338, becoming negative235

under CDC25B gain of function (scenario 2). Accordingly, the absolute number236

of neurons at 48h/HH22 is poorly affected, but the pool of progenitors declines,237

explaining the higher fraction of neurons (Fig. 12C-left).238
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Figure 11: Predicted fN (48) from fN (24) varying the balance prolifera-
tion/differentiation γ. Plain line reports the model prediction for the dorsal
zone, dotted line the model prediction for the ventral zone (predictions differ
due to differences in the initial fraction fN (24) in the two zones). The experi-
mental data are reported by crosses (cross arm length are 95% CI). Blue cross:
CTL, red cross: CDC25B, green cross: CDC25BΔCDK.
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Figure 12: Summary of the data and predictions. A — Observed distri-
butions of modes of divisions (MoD) for the three conditions and the two zone.
B — Predicted evolutions of the neuronal fraction from fN (24) to fN (48) given
the observed distribution of fates (lines) and observed fractions at 24h and 48h.
C — Corresponding evolution in numbers of the two pools (Red: progenitors,
Blue: neurons).
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